
REF.NO.CMCT230021 BOQ

S.No Description of the Work Rate Unit AMOUNT

1 8.00       M2

Labour Charges for removing the existing FRP Door 
(frame with Shutters) complete set without causing any 
damages to adjacent areas and including all available fittings as 
directed.

1M2

2 70.00     M2
Labour charges for chipping  and  removing the  ceramic/ 
glazed tiles in CM from existing walls and floor including base 
plastering and clearing the debris away from site as directed.

1M2

3 5.00       Nos

Towards the charges for mechanical/ manual demolition 
of masonry wall upto  240mm thick without disturbing the 
adjacent structure includes the cost of cutting the wall on either 
side using wall cutting machine ,covering the floor with suitable 
material to aviod damage to floor from debris fall , cleaning and 
disposing the debris away from the site  etc., complete .( For 
wall openings upto 1.20 Sqm)

1No

4 210.00   M2

Labour charges for removing the dry wall and 
Gypsum,grid false ceiling removing from existing ceiling 
including clearing the channel and debris away from site as 
directed and usable good condition PVC Grid tiles without  any 
damages and the same handover to the dept. store as directed 
by the Engineer in charge.

1M2

5 22.00     M3
Labour Charges for demolishing of existing solid block 
walls 150mm thick in Cement mortar (Above GL) and clearing 
the debris away from site as directed.

1M3

6 2.00       M3
Labour Charges for demolishing of existing RCC Slab upto 
100mm with Cement mortar (Above GL) and clearing the debris 
away from site as directed.etc.,in sluice room

1M3

7 95.00     Rmt

Labour charges for removing the patient cubicle track 
from the eixsting work including clearing the cubicle track and 
debris away form the site as directed and withtout any damage 
includes stocking of servicable material within 50m lead or as 
directed by the engineer incharge

1Rmt

8 18.00     M3

Labour charges for removing brick jelly/ cynder in toilet 
sunken filling from the exisiting toilets including clearing the 
debris away from the site as directed and without any damage 
includes stocking of servicable material within 50m lead or as 
directed by the engineer in charge.

1M3

9 4.00       Nos
Labour Charges for removing the existing european 
water closet complete set without any damage including all 
available fittings as directed.

1No

10 40.00     Rmt
Labour Charges for removing the existing PVC pipe down 
fall and horizontal pipes of dia 20 and 25mm completely 
with all available specials as directed.

1Rmt

11 24.00     Nos
Labour Charges for removing the existing smoke 
detector,sprinkler without any damage and the same to be 
handover to the dept store as directed.

1No

12 3.00       Nos
Labour Charges for removing the existing bed pan  
sink,deep sink and clean sink without any damage and the 
same to be handed over to the dept store as directed.

1No

13 90.00     M2

Labour charges for fixing in position of "Daiken" Gypsum 
board false ceiling tiles 9mm thick with Aluminium foil 
laminated on one side & PVC Sheet laminated on the other side 
with hot dipped galvanised steel grid work, surface chemically 
cleaned capping,PVC finished in baked polyster paint,main Tee 
of size 33(H)X24mm every 1.20m centre to centre stiched cross 
tee at 0.6mm centre to centre & suspending the grid from roof 
using 3mm GI rod, 6mm nylon rawl plug & I-bolt at every 
1200mm intervals etc., complete (Required Grid and Ceiling 
tiles will be supplied by department at free of cost.

1M2

QUANTITY

TENDER SCHEDULE

Name of the work: Modification & Conversion of existing C101 Day Care ward as General ward with toilets in 1st floor of 
C Block @ CMC, Ranipet Campus
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14 4.00       Nos
Labour Charges for Refixing the existing Door (frame 
with Shutters) complete set and fixing including all available 
fittings as directed.etc.,complete

1No

15 60.00     Rmt

Supplying and installation of Patient Cubicle Hospital 
curtain track system made up of high quality extruded 
aluminium colour anodized 1.7mm thick (16G) 35mm high and 
20mm width track section,including fixing accessories made of 
aluminium die casted wall brackets and clamps connections 
splices,end caps,T-pieces overlapping joints,bending accessories 
(300mm radius bends of 90 to 135 degrees), runner access 
button including curtain glide made of self lubricating nylon with 
suitable hook made up of stainless steel of 304 grade,according 
to curtain size roof suspender made up of colour anodized 
aluminium rods/pipe either direct to the ceiling or indirect with V 
hangers with roof flanges hangers laid at 1.00m  centre to 
centre, height of drop depending on the ceiling to track bottom 
height all conforming to HTM 66-2055 all as per manufacturer's 
specification and standards.

1Rmt

16 30.00     M2
Brick on edge work in CM 1:4, using country bricks of size 
230x100x70mm including cost of all materials and curing etc. 
complete for providing sluice skin wall at sluice and toilets

1M2

17 1.00       M3
Plain Cement concrete 1:4:8 using  40mm size HBG machine 
broken jelly,coarse sand / M-Sand including mixing in mixer 
machine, laying, consolidation and curing etc. complete

1M3

18 150.00   Kgs
Supplying, fabricating, placing and tying  in position of 
steel reinforcement including  cost of 18 gauge MS binding 
wire etc. complete  for all RCC works.etc.,complete

1Kg

19 14.00     M2

Providing and fixing in position of 92mm thick dry wall 
partition  (overall thickness) upto false ceiling height at all 
levels consisting of metal frame system using (USG Boral) G.I. 
72mm equal channel "C" vertical stud and 70mm unequal wall 
track and 70mm nogging channel forming 600mmx600mm grid 
framing work. Both sides covered with 10mm thick skinned 
calcium silicate board with cellulose fibre manufactured through 
autoclaving process with compressive strength 225kgs/sqcm 
bending strength of 100kg/sqcm, including cost of all materials, 
12mm thick water proof plywood insert around the door and 
window openings, screws and nails etc. complete as per 
maufacturer standard specifications.

1M2

20 30.00     M2

Providing and fixing in place in perfect level and profile 
as per drawing, false ceiling made of Gypsum Board, with 
all components made by IndiaGypsum and complete in all 
respect as per  of size 0.55mm thick (having one flange of 
20mm and another flange of 30mm and a web of 27mm )shall 
be fixed along the perimeter of ceiling, carried out as follows: 
G.I Perimeter Channels G.I.intermediate channels of size 
45mm(0.9mm thick with two flanges of 15mm each )shall be 
suspended from the soffit at1220mmcenters with ceiling angle 
of width 25mmx10mmx 0.5mm thick fixed to soffit with GI cleat 
and steel expansion fasteners etc.,complete.

1M2

21 120.00   M2

Providing and constructing  150 mm thick wall in cement 
mortar 1:4 using Solid block of size: 400 x150 x 200 mm 
including providing and placing  M20 R.C.C. band   (approx. 
50x150mm )with 2nos. 6mm dia. rods   at 2100 height (lintel 
ht) , and at 1050 height including racking out the joints,  
scaffolding and curing.Height of concrete band at 2.10 level to 
be adjusted so as to  get mortar joint not more than 12mm 
thickness between last course and slab/beam bottom.

1M2

22 270.00   M2

Providing and plastering to Internal surfaces of solid 
block  walls and concrete surfaces with 12mm sand faced 
plaster (CM 1:5) including hacking concrete surfaces, finishing 
to obtain sand finish even surface  accurate to vertical bob, 
providing grooves as shown and curing.For Patient toilets and 
intermediate wall.  

1M2
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23 10.00     M2

Casting and fixing in position of 50mm thick RCC M20 
(1:1.50:3) precast slabs  using 3 to 8mm size HBG machine 
broken chips, coarse river sand, including cost of all materials 
and labour  excluding the cost of steel, necessary moulds, 
casting platform,curing, finishing smooth with CM 1:3 for all 
exposed surfaces,etc.,complete.

1M2

24 30.00     M2

Water proofing toilet floor and skirting with Roff Hyguard 
Ex or equivalent approved polymer modified cementitious 
acrylic membrane 1mm thick per coat including cost of Hyguard 
, brushes etc. for 2 coats with base and top plastering with CM 
1:3, 8mm thick and 12mm thick respectively in two successive 
layer including curing etc. complete.

1M2

25 5.00       M3

Encasing with cement concrete 1:3:6 using machine 
broken HBG chips 10 to 12mm size with water proofing 
admixtures to PVC pipes in toilet pits and wherever necessary 
incl.cost of all materials ,necessary shuttering , laying 
consolidation and curing etc. complete

1M3

26 20.00     M3

Cement concrete 1:4:8 using 20mm size ACC Block jelly / 
brick jelly for toilet filling to a required height incl.cost all 
materials ,mixing,laying consolidation and curing etc.complete 
for all floors

1M3

27 3.00       M3

Screed concrete PCC 1:3:6 using 3to8mm size with water 
proofing admixtures HBG machine broken chips, coarse  sand / 
M-Sand including cost of all materials ,mixing, 
laying,consolidation and curing etc.., complete 

1M3

28

Supplying and fixing in position of highly polished granite 
slab of thickness 18 to 19mm thick of approved shade set in CM 
1:3 base including cost of all materials,full round nosing to the 
edges, cuting for fixing the WHB and tap, pointing the joints 
with cementitious grout of matching colour,cleaning and curing 
etc.., complete.(Basic cost of Granite stone :-  1600.00/1M2 
Excl.GST-18%). 

a) 3.00       M2 Door Threshold full nosing 1M2

b) 2.50       M2 Ledge wall above both side full nosing 1M2

c) 3.00       M2 Sluice top granite 1M2

29 130.00   M2

Supplying and fixing of Glazed Plain wall tiles 1st quality 
300x450mm size of approved make and colour set in CM 1:3  
base including pointing with white cement mixed with colour 
pigments, providing  best quality PVC corner edge beads, 
cleaning  and curing etc. complete for dadooing.(Basic cost of - 
tiles :- Rs.550.00 /1M2 Excl.GST-18%).

1M2

30 38.00     M2

Supplying and fixing of non-skid ceramic tiles ,1st quality 
300x300mm size of approved make and colour set in CM 1:3, 
base with 3mm spacers in both directions including grouting the 
joints with epoxy grout of matching color, giving proper slope, 
cleaning and curing etc. complete  (Basic rate tile-Rs.-360.00-
/1M2 Excl.GST-18%)

1M2

31

Supplying and fixing in position of 35mm thick factory 
made pre-laminated ABS (acrolynitrile butadiene 
styrene) Door shutter moulded in different designs,consisting 
of all round frame made out of water proof solid foam PVC bar 
of size 20 x 32mm, reinforced by 32x32mm-2nos., for vertical 
made out of LVL (Laminated veneer Lumber), core material of 
32mm thick high density craft paper honey comb 
board,sandwiched on both sides with pre-laminted ABS sheet 
thickness of 1.5mm.PVC edge banding of size 0.45mm on the 
vertical sides. complying with the standard specification and 
including all hinges,cyclindrical lock with handle,tower bolt. 
complete.,etc

a) 4.50       M2 DABS07 - 1050 x 2100 mm (single shutter) Toilet Door 1M2

b) 7.50       M2 DABS - 850 x 2100 mm (single shutter) Toilet Door 1M2
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32 270.00   M2

Painting two coats with Acrylic emulsion paint (Asian 
paints/Approved Equivalent) of approved make  and colour 
over new walls  and ceilings with one coat of water based  
primer after preparation of the surface smooth and even with 
Birla wall care putty/ approved  equivalent including  cost of all 
materials, proper roller finish, brush etc. complete.

1M2

33 2.00       Nos

Supplying and fixing in position of White EWC with ''S / 
P"trap Hindware make including plastic seat cover white 
colour and Slimeline  combiflush twin flush type plastic cistern 
(white) for EWC including required fittings such as lst quality 
inlet nylon connection,pvc flushing pipe with all required fittings 
etc.., complete. (Approved brand or Equivalent)

1No

34 3.00       Nos
Labour Charges for refixing the existing bed pan 
sink,deep sink and clean sink without any damage as 
directed by the engineer in charge.etc.,complete

1No

35 2.00       Nos

Supplying and fixing in position of Hindware White 
glazed washbasin 560x420mm including all fittings such as 
15mm dia CP pillar cock 1st quality inlet nylon connection,CP 
waste coupling,bottle trap etc.., complete.(Approved brand or 
Equivalent)

1No

36

Supplying and fixing in position of following types of bath 
room fittings of approved make  including cost of all materials 
and required specials  etc.., complete.(Ark make /Approved 
or Equivalent) All CP fitting Items

a) 6.00       Nos 15mm dia CP Angle cock with CP wall flange for WHB & flush 
tank. 1No

b) 2.00       Nos 15mm dia CP Two way bib cock with health faucet 1No

c) 4.00       Nos 15mm dia CP long body bib cock with CP wall flange 1No

37 4.00       Nos

Supplying and Fixing in position of CP Brass Overhead 
Shower with Shower arm,Shower Head, Completing with 
Supporting Accessories etc,(Arc make /Approved or 
Equivalent) All CP fitting Items

1No

38 4.00       Nos

Supplying and Fixing in position of CP Brass Wall Mixers with 
Shower Diverters with wall Flanges including wall cutting and 
Making good complete as required.and etc.,(Arc make 
/Approved or Equivalent) All CP fitting Items

1No

39 6.00       Nos

Supply and Installation of Wall mounted Grab bar fixed 
horizontally or vertically on the wall with Brackets or 
Flanges, Stainless Steel Screws, Plugs etc. complete as required. 
(Make:Cera or approved equivalent)

1No

40 2.00       Nos
Supply and Installation of Fixed 'L' Grab bar on the wall 
with Brackets or Flanges, Stainless Steel Screws, Plugs etc. 
complete as required.  (Cera or approved equivalent)

1No

41 4.00       Nos
Supply &Installation of Stainless Steel Soap Tray  20cm x 
10cm including Stainless Steel Screws, Plugs etc. complete as 
required.  (Hindware or approved equivalent)

1No

42 4.00       Nos
Supply &Installation of CP brass Towel Ring with Brackets 
or Flanges, Stainless Steel Screws, Plugs etc. complete as 
required. (Make:Hindware  Model or approved equivalent)

1No

43 4.00       Nos

Supply and Installing at position the Brass Ball Valves  
conforming to IS 554 / BS 21 / ISO 7 with Cast iron handle and 
PN 16 rated with brass stem using necessary Adapters, unions 
or CPVC flanges, gaskets, nuts etc complete as required for the 
Valve Mounting and Supply & Installation (Make:Zoloto, Kitz or 
approved equalent)

1No

44 4.00       Nos

Supply & installation of Stainless Steel cleanout with SS 
frame all around with rubber sealent flat cover with screw to 
match with the drainage pipe size (Make: Chilly or approved 
equivalent) 

a) 2.00       Nos 102 x 102 mm cleanout for 75 mm dia pipe 1No
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b) 2.00       Nos 153 x 153 mm cleanout for 110 mm dia pipe 1No

45

Supplying and fixing in position of concealed pipe line 
using following dia in supreme make. Flow guard CPVC 
pipes code No- SDR - 13.5 - 22.5 Kgs/CM2 with necessary 
flow guard CPVC specials, brass lined specials at outlet points 
including cutting cost of cement  solvent for jointing, fixing with 
necessary specials pressure testing the pipe line as per 
specifications, cost of all materials , chasing the brick walls, 
finishing the same with chickenmesh and cement plastering with 
CM1:5 and curing etc.. complete.

a) 15.00     RM 15mm dia 1RM

b) 32.00     RM 20mm dia 1RM

c) 32.00     RM 25mm dia 1RM

46

Supply and Installing at site Concealed  uPVC ASTM D 
1785 Schedule 40 Pipes (Equivalent Standard Size) with 
suitable fittings, Ts, Elbows, Bends, Reducers, Couplers, Ys etc. 
Adapters, Clamping with GI U Clamps as required for firmly 
installing the pipes, for Cold Water supply Joined using Solvent 
Cement fittings with metal inserts suitable for the working 
pressure. Chasing of the walls, concrete etc. as required, 
replastering and refinishing using Cement Plaster 1:3 mix 
[Cement : Coarse sand].  Hydrostatic Testing of the Pipes using 
necessary test pressure for specified time period etc. (Make: 
Ashirwad, Astral, Finolex or approved equalent)

a) 10.00     RM 20mm dia 1RM

b) 10.00     RM 25mm dia 1RM

47

Supplying and fixing of the following supreme make PVC 
pipes type "B"  including cutting charges, cost of cement 
solvent for joining and fixing with necessary specials,cost of all 
materials etc.., complete for internal pipe lines.

a) 26.00     RM 75mm dia 4Kgs/CM2(incl. specials) 1RM

b) 22.00     RM 110mm dia 4Kgs/CM2(incl. specials) 1RM

48 11.00     Nos

Supplying and fixing of 110mm dia  Supreme make PVC  
multi floor trap with S.S. hinged type square or cockroach 
grating of cement solvent for joining,cement mortar for fixing in 
position etc.., complete.

1No

49 5.00       Lorry

Intercarting the debris away from site includes the cost of 
lowering to ground floor from 1st ,loading and unloading at 
approved location with in the campus ,etc.,complete as 
directed.Capacity of load -5.50 cum/ per load

1 Lorry

Total Amount in Rs. (Excl.GST)

Add GST at 18%

Total Amount in Rs.,Incl GST 18%


